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 Fully digital 3D lenses edging for the world's highest quality of LINDBERG eyeglasses

   Fully 3D digital eye test by doctor of optometry

 Fully professional primary eye care by ophthalmologist

 Full satisfaction guaranteed with 2 years warranty

Irrespective of their different appearance, all LINDBERG eyewear include the following design elements:

All LINGBERG eyewear form part of an individualized system that provides excellent opportunities for “tailor-made 

eyewear” for faces of all ages and shapes. The system contains endless options regarding the combination of 

shapes, colours, sizes and features. The finishing touch is LINDBERG’s engraving of your name in the frame as

well as the individual numbering of each frame.

Scandinavian, minimalist design

Extreme lightness

Individual adjustability of bridge and temples

Unique design details

Patented hinges without screws

A wealth of unique colours and colour combinations

Endless number of shapes, sizes and features

LINDBERG uses many different materials, e.g. titanium, acetate, gold, platinum, diamonds, buffalo horn etc. These 

exciting materials are designed and processed through innovative design and production processes combined with

excellent craftsmanship. The result is a product of outstanding quality.

-is LINDBERG considered as the ultimate design brand in the 

international eyewear industry, and why has LINDBERG received 

more international design prizes than any other eyewear brand?

WHY…



ERAWAN BANGKOK 4
th

 Floor [ Next To Grand Hyatt Erawan Hotel ]     

www.isoptik.com

Call Centre 02-250-7736     Hotline 081-538-4200      isoptik@gmail.com    

ISOPTIK Eyecare TV      UBC Chic Channel every Saturday 11.40 pm.

SMS name & address to 081-538-4200 for ISOPTIK Eyecare DVD
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 LINDBERG SPIRIT Acetate 54 



 LINDBERG SPIRIT Acetate 50 
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3007 LINDBERG X plate 64 



3013 LINDBERG X plate 65 
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LINDBERG AIR Titanium RIM Grid 
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LINDBERG AIR Titanium RIM Balden     


